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Abstract
In this paper, the performance of the single-estimation and multiple-estimation is
investigated in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) Rician flat fading channels
using the traditional least squares estimator and the Bayesian minimum mean square
error estimator. In high-speed mobile environment, relatively severe channel
conditions change, at this point, the sender is difficult to obtain more accurate of the
instantaneous channel state information, for the implementation of adaptive MIMO
transmission under this scenario. The MIMO techniques can be combined with spacetime coding technique for coding diversity gain and also can use a simple multiplexing
transmission in order to improve the transmission rate. The pseudo random sequence
is certain, but it has many properties similar to that of the random binary data. Such as
any two pseudo random sequence of cross correlation is small. In the research, we
combine the basic theory of the state-of-the algorithm to propose our method. In the
experimental part, we compare our method with other related state-of-the-art
algorithms. The result proves the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.
In the near future, we plan to conduct more literature review and theoretical analysis
to modify and optimize our current method.
Keywords: Channel Estimation Techniques, MIMO, Least Squares Estimator, Signal
to Noise Ratios (SNRs), Bayesian Theory.

1. Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system provides substantial benefits in both
increasing system capacity and improving its immunity to deep fading in the channel
[1-3]. The fading phenomenon in the wireless communication channel was initially
modelled for HF (High Frequency, 3-30MHz), UHF (Ultra HF, 300-3000 GHz), and
SHF (Super HF, 3-30 GHz) bands in the 1950s and 1960s. At present, the most popular
wireless channel model has been established a 2.5 GHz 800 MHZ wide channel
measurement field. With the development of the modern information society,
information service become the inevitable trend, gradually extended to the mobile
terminal to provide traditional cellular mobile communication systems, voice business
is gradually evolved to provide mobile users with Internet access, video and
multimedia broadband mobile communication system of the business, this means that a
new generation of mobile communication system must be able to support more than
MB even gigabit per second transmission rate. Because has the significant advantage of
a MIMO technology is considered to be new generation mobile communication system
out of two big problem in the spectrum utilization and power utilization of one of the
key technologies. However, even in a multiple antennas environment, for the effective
and reliable to support transmission rate in excess of MB even dry megabit per second,
a new generation of mobile communication system need high bandwidth, broadband
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transmission increased the frequency selective fading channel, therefore, MIMO
technology must be and can effectively resist frequency selective fading block
transmission technology[4-6]. However, in the out-door channel is fast fading MIMO
channel, channel tracking and estimation algorithm of filter. MIMO technique uses
multiple transmitter and receiver antennas to improve the performance of
communication. For this reason, we also need to develop and utilize high frequency
wireless resources, but due to the high frequency signal path loss and penetration loss is
large, it is difficult to achieve better coverage. On the other hand, although MIMO
technology has obvious advantages in wireless cellular systems, but in some specific
applications, due to the restrictions on the size, cost, and the hardware of the terminal,
the end user is not suitable for configure multiple antennas. In order to overcome the
high frequency signal loss as well as the limitations of mobile terminal configure
multiple antennas exist, can be in cellular mobile communication system, select the
appropriate location set up relay nodes or select the appropriate user collaboration to
improve system capacity and coverage [7-11]. With the traditional single antenna send
compared to single antenna systems, MIMO wireless communication systems are faced
with the more complex channel environment, the influencing factors of channel
capacity more, including sending antenna, receiving antenna diameter, visual
component, multipath fading and interference model, the strength of the noise, and
mobile terminal speed, etc., in the process of mobile terminal, the channel between the
terminal and the base station can after be determined by the factors of various types,
with its capacity has a significant change, so MIMO transmission technology must be
adaptive to the complex channel environment, to implement adaptive transmission use
CSI is a precondition in the sending and receiving ends. In [12], the performance of the
least squares (LS), scaled LS (SLS), minimum mean square error (MMSE), and relaxed
MMSE (RMMSE) estimators is studied in the Rayleigh fading MIMO channel using
TBCE scheme. The MMSE channel estimator has the best performance among the
estimators, be-cause it employs more a-prior knowledge about the channel.
In this paper, TBCE method is studied in the flat Rician fading MIMO channels. In
high-speed mobile environment, relatively severe channel conditions change, at this
point, the sender is difficult to obtain more accurate of the instantaneous channel state
information, for the implementation of adaptive MIMO transmission under this
scenario, the sender can channel state information. Separating the main advantage of
the channel model is related to its analytical expression is concise and easy to analysis,
but the channel test results show that the separation of related channel models are often
not able to well match the actual wireless transmission environment. In the separation
of usually related and joint in the MIMO channel, the theoretically optimal
transmission scheme for statistical characteristic model, namely the sending correlation
matrix eigenvector determined by the direction of the parallel transmission, and
according to the characteristics of the channel matrix of variance of each element in the
space of power allocation, which is the theoretical basis for statistical precoding
transmission technology, statistical beam forming is a special case of precoding, under
low SNR, the statistics of beam forming is optimal.
In order to obtain spatial diversity and air separation multiplexing gain, also
can undertake space-time coding in the statistical characteristics of the space,
empty time set transmission, and air separation multiplexing transmission, namely
the various open loop transmission method in statistical precoding, form the
general complete adaptive transmission scheme. Optimal pilot meet with optimal,
most by orthogonal channel estimation under the same conditions, and the
channel estimation can be decomposed into initial least squares channel
estimation and space-time post-processing cascade structure, for the statistics
independent channel, space-time processing handling can be simplified as by size.
Put forward a new pilot sequences design, structural features and using pilot
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sequences, significantly reduce the initial complexity channel estimation
algorithm. In the following sections, we will discuss the issues in detail.

2. The Proposed Methodology
2.1. The Mimo System
To conduct the introduction to MIMO system model, we adopt the system model in
[13]. M T and M R denote the transmit array and receive array, respectively. The Figure
1 illustrates the model. MIMO techniques can be combined with space-time coding
technique for coding diversity gain, also can use a simple multiplexing transmission in
order to improve the transmission rate, a combination of these can increase the channel
capacity and transmission reliability at the same time, in addition, MIMO still can use
beamforming technique to suppress the strong directional interference. In order to
demodulation beamforming algorithm structure or information system needs to obtain
accurate estimates of the channel state information. Due to constant characteristic of
channel parameters, static channel environment of MIMO systems channel estimation
is relatively simple, but in high-speed mobile application scenario, the mobile station of
high-speed mobile Doppler frequency shift will cause, time varying channel to increase
the complexity of MIMO channel estimation. We consider the Gaussian channel,
channel so that all of the elements as Gaussian variables. If the transmitter channel is
unknown, we assume that each of the antenna signal propagation Es / M T power
equality. The covariance matrix for this transmitted signal is given by the following
formula:
Rss 

Es
IM
Mt T

(1)

Es is the power of the transmitter regardless of the number of antenna M T and I M T

is a unit matrix. Channel matrix H is M R  M T complex matrix. The decline of the
components of the hi , j coefficient matrix denotes the ith which means a receiving
antenna transmitting antenna. Adoption of time-varying channel estimation and the
ideal channel under the condition of BER performance is far off, and the EM iterative
algorithm can improve the estimation precision of time-varying channel impulse
response, and thus improves the BER performance of the system. The presence of a
fixed (possibly line-of-sight or LOS) component in the channel will result in Rician
fading [14]. Non-blind estimation refers to the first you assess the pilot is used to
obtain the position of pilot channel information for the following to prepare for the data
transfer phase of the channel information blind estimation refers to not use the pilot
information through the use of the information processing technology to obtain
corresponding channel estimate is compared with the traditional technique of the
fanaticism of estimate fanaticism estimate technology transfer efficiency of the system
is greatly increased, however due to the fanaticism channel estimation algorithm
generally slower convergence speed this hinders its application in the actual system as
it is a half fanaticism estimate it in the data transmission efficiency and make a
compromise between the convergence speed is less training sequence is used to obtain
the channel information. We assume that each receiving antenna receiving power equal
to the total transmission power. Since we assumed that the total received power per
antenna is equal to the total transmitted power, the SNR can be written as:
T  ES / N0
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As we can see, although has reduced the computational complexity, but LMMSE
rule of channel estimation methods still need matrix inversion, and complicated matrix
inversion algorithm, calculation is too large, seldom used in actual system. In order to
further reduce the computational complexity, singular value decomposition can be used
to reduce the order of the matrix. The system transmission and receive model could be
expressed as:
 r1   h11
r   h
 2   21

h12   s1   n1 

h22   s2   n2 

(3)

Figure 1. The MIMO System Model and the System Organization
2.2. The System Modelling
It is considered a MIMO system with the transmitter and r receiver antennas.
Complete channel estimation includes the location of the channel estimation of channel
estimation and data location, usually the data location in the channel estimation is the
pilot location according to estimate the channel state information, by interpolation
method. As a result of the known data symbols insert, a certain bandwidth resources,
and if the channel changes quickly, in order to obtain a better channel estimation, you
need to use a lot of pilot information, will seriously affect the transfer efficiency of the
system. Blind/half fanaticism estimates, compared with other two algorithms, improve
the system transmission efficiency; But since there is no reference information,
estimation algorithm mostly need to deal with the complex method, the algorithm
computational complexity, slow convergence speed, and is suitable for the slowly
varying channel, only very limited in practical application. Channel estimation
algorithm based on decision feedback is generally applicable to the slowly varying
channel, it is to use a small amount of known information to estimate the current state
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of the channel, as a symbol of the channel information to achieve balanced, then after
demodulation data symbols as known information to estimate, as a symbol of the
channel of information, in turn, recursive, estimates the whole channel. Then, the
results are used for data detection which could be expressed as the formula 4:
Y  HX  V

RV  E V HV   rI np

(4)

Where X and V are the complex t-vector of transmitted sequences on the t transmit
antennas and r-vector of additive receiver noise, respectively. The elements of noise
matrix are independently and identically distributed complex Gaussian random
variables with zero-mean and unit variance. After transformation and string the
modulation to the emission spectrum, and then launch into the wireless channel. In this
paper, we mainly consider the influence of multipath channel. Usually, the multipath
channel can be modeled as FIR filter and assume that the signal reaches the receiver of
the multipath channel. The matrix H Ray explains the Rayleigh component of the
channel and the matrix H Los describes the channel mean value or LOS component of
the channel. It is defined in the formula 5.
M  E H   K /  K  1H1  1/  K  1H 2

(5)

Therefore, the correlation matrix of the channel can be calculated as follows:
RH  E H H H  

1
K
H
H
RH Ray 
H LOS
H LOS  H LOS
H LOS
1 K
1 K
K
1
H
R  E HH H  
RH 
H LOS
H LOS  RH Ray
1  K Ray 1  K

(6)

2.3. The Single Channel Estimation
In this section, it is assumed that the ship is used for channel estimation, the number
of N = 1. Initially, the LS channel estimator is studied. In wireless mobile
communication, the channel state information is unknown and time-varying, which
requires the real-time accurate to estimate the amplitude and phase of transmission
channel, in order to accurately to send the data demodulation. In the use of high-density
constellation points of OFDM system, the channel state estimation accuracy
significantly affects the performance of the system. Then, the performance of the
Bayesian MMSE channel estimators is examined. Due to the larger peak to average
power ratio, causes the RF amplifier power efficiency is low. Due to OFDM system in
the first place to need to send data in the inverse Fourier transform processing, when
the linear treatment increased the in-phase component, after stacking synthetic signal
can produce larger peak power, also will bring the larger peak average power ratio. We
firstly analyze the LS channel estimator, for linear model of formula 1 and the LS
channel estimator is formulated as:



1
Hˆ LS  YX H  XX H 

S .T .Min Y  HX 

H

Y  HX 

(7)

To find out the optimum solution for the problem, through reviewing the following
literatures we find out the core technique [15-26]:
h LS   AH A AH y
1
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In the formula, to ensure the selectivity and frequency selective channel of time can
have very good estimate effect, then inserted pilot frequency interval as small as
possible, but if you insert number too much, the band utilization rate of the system
reduced, and increase system overhead. Sparse reconstruction using mainstream
algorithm, it is in reconstruction has a reasonable compromise between performance
and complexity, the most widely in the practical application. Pilot inserts number,
therefore, should not only consider the accuracy of channel estimation, also want to
consider the bandwidth utilization of system. The Bayesian MMSE channel estimator
of H is given by:
Hˆ MMSE  M  Y  MX  A  max AmH An

(9)

The performance of the MMSE channel estimator is measured by the error matrix
  H  Hˆ MMSE whose probability density function (pdf) is Gaussian with zero mean
and the following covariance matrix and then, the Then through and string conversion
and constellation points extraction solution map data. Is not hard to find, the effect of
channel equalization is closely related to the accuracy of the channel estimation, which
directly depends on the density of pilot and interpolation method MMSE estimate error
is modeled as the following formulas:
1


C  R  E  H     CH1  XX H 
r







J MMSE  E tr  H    E  max
t

1

(10)

K

 exp   j 2 N 

(11)

l 1

To minimizing 11 which is subject to the transmitted power constraint, After
considering the pilot inserted into the quantity, then consider pilot inserted into the
form, even inserted with non-uniform insert have any influence on the performance of
channel estimation, etc. we adopt the Lagrange multiplier method. The minimized
MSE is denoted as:
J MMSE min  E  max
t

K

K

 exp   j 2 N   E  min  exp   j 2 N 
l 1

t

(12)

l 1

When meet restricted isometric characteristics measurement matrix, for all signals
with sparse characteristics can refactor with matching pursuit algorithm, but the use of
the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm is relatively limited, it is only applicable to
fixed signal. But short time needed for fast orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm
therefore become one of the commonly used reconstruction algorithm.

3. Multiple Channel Estimation
3.1. Prior Knowledge
In order to improve the performance of the estima-tors, in mobile communication
systems, based on training sequence channel estimation is made by sending training
sequences, the training sequence through wireless communication channel, the receiver
based on training sequence, and the received signal to estimate the channel impulse
response values. The pseudo random sequence is certain, but it has many properties
similar to that of the random binary data. Such as any two pseudo random sequence of
cross correlation is small, the original sequence and translation after serial correlation.
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Mobile communication system is usually not ideal in the channel, in the process of
transmission is fading, and the change of the channel uncertainty, obtain accurate
channel state information is the premise of giving full play to the advantages of
wireless communication, need to channel estimation and channel state information
acquired technology to complete. Most modern mobile communication system to
accurately complete by pilot symbol aided channel estimation and tracking in time the
change of the wireless channel.
Suppose that N estimates of the MIMO channels are obtained based on the training
matrices X1 ,..., X N . So for a given environment and system, to get a higher channel
estimation precision will need to design the reasonable training sequence. Channel
estimation is refers to the receiver according to the received signal transmission
characteristics of channel estimation, and make the estimate result and the actual
channel transmission characteristics as close as possible. The results are combined in
the following linear method with the MSE:
N

Hˆ ME   an Hˆ n
n1

Popt  arg min f  P 

(13)

p

We could then transfer the optimization problem to the following:
N


min  E  H   an Hˆ n
a1 ,...,aN
n1






F


2

N

S .T . an  1

(14)

n1

In the common channel estimation based on training sequence, the training
sequences are modulator before training sequences, and the sequence of the design
after training sequence is modulator, they are all real number sequence. With the
traditional channel estimation that is commonly used in the process of m sequence
estimation performance comparison, as a result of m sequence is usually a binary, in
order to maintain the variable consistency, first the m sequence is needed here after
different modulation system is transformed into real number sequence. Will be
designed by three kinds of real number sequence by BPSK demodulation respectively,
due to the sequence in the process of demodulation are discrete, the carrier drop
sampling by sequence with multiplier multiplication, ruling by low-pass filter and then
get the binary sequence after demodulation.
3.2. Multiple Ls Estimation
The traditional LS algorithm without using the characteristics of sparse channel
itself, estimated price is bigger. Compressed sensing theory shows that when the signal
is sparse or compressible, use frequency is far lower than the Nyquist rate of sampling
signal, through a small amount of signal projection value, can realize accurate signal or
similar to refactoring. M sequence because of its good autocorrelation characteristic as
the training sequences for channel estimation, but not from the channel estimation and
optimization guidelines to improve the channel estimation accuracy. Based on the
theory of compressed sensing in order to get better effect of channel estimation for the
purpose of design is a new training sequence, and by the simulation results can be
concluded that the design of the above three kinds of sequence can achieve good effect
of channel estimation, and a sequence of Bernoulli distribution on the best effect. With
the LS estimator, we could rewrite it as:
1
Hˆ LS  H  VX H  XX H 

(15)

Using (15), the error of the multiple LS estimation will be written as:
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N

1

J MultipleLS  E  H   an H  Vn X nH  X n X nH 
n 1








F


2

(16)

Comparing (16) and (11), it is seen that in the multiple LS estimation, the error
reduces by the number of sub-blocks N which is used for channel estimation. It is
notable that the error (16) is independent of pn , the transmitted power during the n-th
training period. Generally speaking, channel is refers to the signal after the process of
transmission through the media. In the process of signal transmission, the transmission
of signal will be affected by the channel, make its phase and frequency and amplitude
have some change. The so-called channel estimation is at the receiving end according
to the received signal to estimate the channel impulse response value. It means that for
uniform training powers and non-uniform training powers during N training periods,
the error is the same. Furthermore the MSE of multiple Bayesian MMSE channel
estimator is expressed as:
J MultipleLS
J LS


 E


a V X  X
N

n 1

n n

H
n

n

X



H 1
n


N

2
  rtr  an En 
 n 1

F


2

(17)

M
 1 N

2
2
 rtr  an En   rtr  an En 
 n 1
 2  n 1


Comparing (17) and (8), found in a number of LS estimation, error reduction in the
number of ships used for channel estimation of N. It is important to note that error (17)
were independent of each other. When using pilot channel estimation, we usually need
to insert the pilot in OFDM symbol and the receiver can be used to the received signal
to the pilot's position for channel estimation, then estimates the whole channel
frequency response. Thus make the calculation process more simple and effective to
reduce the complexity of operation, at the same time, by the result of simulation shows
that this method does not bring great influence on the performance of the algorithm. It
means that for uniform training powers and non-uniform training powers during N
training periods, the error is the same.
3.3. Multiple Bayesian MMSE Estimation
Compared with the LS algorithm, LMMSE algorithm has the strong antiinterference characteristics, so the estimation performance is greatly improved, but
meanwhile LMMSE algorithm also has shortcomings, in the process of computing the
need for matrix calculations, so the computational complexity of this algorithm was
greatly increased. After deduction, to shift to the mathematical model of compressed
sensing, and through the theoretical analysis it is concluded that the compressed
sensing is feasible in the channel estimation. Put forward a kind of sparse channel
estimation algorithm based on the system, the algorithm adopts the hyperbolic tangent
function to approximate Si norm, in view of the algorithm convergence speed and the
iteration step length selection in the shortfalls, quasi-newton method is used to solve
the optimal value, and through the line search technique to determine the iteration step
length, the proposed algorithm can under the condition of the sparse degree of
unknown channel impulse response channel estimation to get good results. We could
rewrite the MMSE channel estimator and the MSE and multi-Bayesian MMSE channel
estimator as the following:
Hˆ MMSE  M   H  M  XA  VA
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N


J MultipleMMSE  E  H   an  M   H  M  X n An  Vn An 
n 1






F


2

(19)

OMP algorithm is the same as the MP algorithm of matching atom selection
criterion, the difference is that each iteration of the selected atoms are in the process of
processing, thus ensuring the iteration of optimality, effectively reduced the number of
iterations, improves the convergence speed. OMP algorithm computational complexity
is still high, can one-time multiple selected atoms in each iteration, rather than a single
atom, so it can reduce the iteration times and improve the speed, but at the cost of this
at the expense of reconstruction precision shown as the follows.

min

f , gi

f   t 0

K 1

s.t.

0

f , gi

(20)

Considering the MMSE channel estimation usually need a channel of the second
order statistics, such as channel covariance matrix, etc., and based on the sparse
channel estimation does not need the second order statistics, as a result, the algorithm
in this paper and also don't need the second order statistics of the LS channel
estimation is compared.

4. Experiment and Simulation Result
4.1. Set-Up of the Experiment
In this section, the performance of the LS and MMSE estimators is numerically
examined in the case of SE and ME. First, the single-estimation (SE) is considered and
the minimum MSE is obtained for LS and MMSE estimators under optimal training.
Digital information from simulation of the source is the way of sampling, this is the
digital signal processing of mould and real-life MoNiHua. Nyquist sampling theorem is
pointed out that in order to accurately reconstruct the original signal, sampling
frequency must be greater than or equal to twice the signal bandwidth. Then, multipleestimation (ME) is investigated in these estimators. In ME case, the multiple estimates
of the channel during received N sub-blocks are combined optimally. The optimal
weight coefficients are achieved for both estimators. Furthermore, the minimum MSE
under optimal training is obtained for aforementioned estimators. The emergence of the
theory of compressed sensing makes it possible to solve the problem. Compressed
sensing theory suggests that if the signal in a transform domain is sparse, and the signal
can be compressed, so the available will be an observation matrix transformation
project of high-dimensional signals to a lower dimensional space, this observation is
not related to matrix and transformation matrix. By solving optimization problem is
then able to high probability from these a few projection to recover the original signal,
by demonstrating that the small amount of projection contains enough information to
reconstruct the signal. Therefore under the framework of compressed sensing theory,
the sampling frequency is determined by the content and structure of information in the
signal instead of the bandwidth of the signal. As a performance measure, it is
considered that the channel MSE is normalized by the average channel energy as:
NMSE 



E H  Hˆ



E H

2
F

2
F





(21)

Sparse channel impulse response coefficient is zero, only a handful of tap in most of
the remaining tap coefficient is zero or nearly to zero. Same as [2], the elements of the
covariance matrix of the channel are defined as follows:
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cH k ,l 

r
 k l ,0    1
1 K

(22)

4.2. Experiment Simulation
The Figure 2 shows Normalized MSE (NMSE) of the LS channel estimator with
optimal training versus SNR in the case of SE and ME. According to this figure,
increasing the number of the sub-blocks N results in a lower error of the estimation. In
the experiment, OFDM is 128, the number of neutrons carrier data for QPSK
modulation. It is assumed that the channel within a frame OFDM symbol was a
constant, channel length of 100, the sparse degree of 10. Take guide frequency P = 60
simulation, compare various algorithms of mean square error (MSE), the mean square
error (MSE) of each algorithm 100 times to experiment on average. MSE optimal pilot
channel estimation for statistical precoding pilot, the pilot should send relevant matrix
eigenvector determined the direction of the parallel transmission, on the basis of
channel correlation matrix eigenvalue and power allocation. Subprime pilot power
allocation scheme is put forward in approaching at the same time, the performance of
the optimal power allocation significantly reduce the implementation complexity. In
the Figures 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5, we illustrate the experimental result.

Figure 2. The Channel Estimation Simulation for the Proposed
Methodology

5. Conclusion and Summary
In this research paper, we conduct research on the estimation techniques for Rician
fading multiple-input and multiple-output channels. With the development of the
modern information society, information service becomes the inevitable trend,
gradually extended to the mobile terminal to provide traditional cellular mobile
communication systems. Non-blind estimation refers to the first you assess the pilot is
used to obtain the position of pilot channel information for the following to prepare for
the data transfer phase of the channel information blind estimation refers to not use the
pilot information through the use of the information processing technology to obtain
corresponding channel estimate is compared with the traditional technique of the
fanaticism of estimate fanaticism estimate technology. In the experimental part, we
compare our method with other related state-of-the-art algorithms. The result proves
the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method. In the future, we have
scheduled to conduct more related research.
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Figure 3. The Experimental Simulation Set One

Figure 4. The Experimental Simulation Set Two

Figure 5. The Experimental Simulation Set Three
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